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Vidya, do you 
remember the story of 

the letters having a 
picnic?

Yes, Alok! 
I 

remember. 

The letters go on 
a picnic. They find 
a big banyan tree 
for shade, and sit 

under it.  
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Do you remember 
what the letters 

were doing? I 
think one was 

dancing. C

That’s right, Alok! A few of 
the letters climbed a tree. I 
remember some were playing 

on the swing too!   

Let’s recall the 
story together 

and see what else 
the letters were 

doing! 
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The letters go on a picnic! They find a big banyan tree for 
shade, and sit under it. Letter Yy was dancing as Letter Gg was 
playing the guitar behind the tree. Letter Gg is shy.
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The letters go on a picnic! They find a big banyan tree for shade, 
and sit under it. Letter Yy was dancing as Letter Gg was playing the 
guitar behind the tree. Letter Gg is shy.

Letters Ww, Dd, Uu and Zz are eating and drinking together. 
Letter Yy is dancing! Letter Ss and letter Aa are sleeping. 
ZzZzZzZzZz
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Letter Oo is playing on the swing. Letters Mm, Ii, Kk, Bb and 
Ee are waiting in a line, to play on the swing. 
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Oh, Alok! The letters 
looked like they had fun! 
What do you call words 

which describe an action 
you are performing? 

Vidya, I am not 
sure. Are they 
called action 

words?
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Very good, Alok! They are 
indeed called action words. 

Can you guess them? 

Some of the action 
words in the story 

were dancing, 
drinking and eating.
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I remember the letters 
were also singing, playing 

and climbing! 

You forgot flying and 
clapping, Vidya! 

What other action 
words can you think of? 
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As some letters climb the tree, Letter Kk finds a kite fallen 
on the ground.  Letter Yy was still dancing as Letter Gg was 
playing the guitar behind the tree. Letter Gg is shy. 
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All the letters get together and clap for Letter Gg. Slowly, 
Letter Gg comes out from behind the tree, for all to see. 
Letter Gg sits by the swing, to sing. Letter Kk waits for a 
gust of wind and starts flying the kite. It’s sunny and hot! 
Letter Dd is drinking more juice.

Look! Letter 
Kk is flying 

a kite!  
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A word that tells what someone or something does.

talk

hop

crawl call look

laugh

kick

dance drive

read ride
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